For Mr. Jack Brubaker,
Joe Rieger, 443 McGuerin Street, Dayton, Ohio 45431. I intend to speak in room 114 at the State
House on Thursday 24 May 2018 beginning 9AM to end time. Here is my speech I can complete
this in about 8-10 minutes. Please put me down as a guest speaker. My phone number is 937221-8780, Email joerieger@outlook.com. Jack I am not hear for political decorum so my
language is the best I can provide and I don’t want it changed.

Speech Start:

Hello Chair Woman Anielski, Vice Chair Hambley, Rankin Member Holmes, and Members of
State & Local Government Committee. Thank you for this opportunity as a gun owner, church
goer, fisherman, and father who resides his entire life in the state of Ohio to oppose vehemently
HB 585. If you so choose to ask questions please hold questions to end of my speech.
Star Chamber court hearings will put some democrat judges or gun grabber republicans on the court
and abortionist are free to kill but a gun owner you must criminalize and that is unconstitutional and
racist, and sexist and a violation of the equal protection laws. Truly not all Americans are created equal
according to HB 585.

Abortionist according to Roe Vs Wade Thurgood Marshall said privacy of the woman is more important
than life of the child. The fetus is not viable at a certain time according to a federal judge in Cincinnati
Ohio. Last time I looked 9 Months after conception a crying baby usually pops out of the womb. So
somehow a fetus is dead/not viable until it’s born/outside the womb according to gun grabbers and
most democrats. That is simply out of kilter with reality. No, the fetus is dead once the deadly tools of
abortion is used to kill it. I don’t see HB 585 banning any of the tools of abortion, suction tools, etc

The 2nd Amendment is part of the US Constitution, Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of property is part of the Bill
of Rights. Right to kill by abortion is an abortionist liberty according to Thurgood Marshall and Roe Vs
Wade, but guns owners liberty extends only as far as Governor Kasich and his gun grabbing hands will
allow it to extend. Kasich left the Republican Party in my own words and I say good riddance. Kasich
wants to run for POTUS with Governor Hickenlooper the Colorado gun grabber.
Gun owners have no rights to privacy like the abortionist. Always a Governor, a democrat or even Mr.
Henne in my humble opinion who wants to reach into your home and regulate you by invading your gun
owner privacy and your humble abode. This is fascist and something the anti-gun politicians known to
world history have done (King George, Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Marx, Lenin). Do you want your name on this
list, I would hope not.

When it comes to HB 585 you are guilty until proven innocent. Is the Governor a law maker or a law
breaker, that is a good question and does any of the HB 585 know what due process is. Democrats want
due process applied to all black suspects but not applied to Ohio and USA gun owners.

Abortion is a private matter the killing of a child alive but unborn. Gun owners all though allegedly
protected by US Constitution 2nd Amendment are always infringed on and yes HB 585 is clear violation of
equal protection Claus and the 2nd Amendment.

Facts are protection orders in most cases mean no crime was committed. It is truly coercion of the
defendant to submit to State ordered gun control. Sure if a crime is actually committed like domestic
violence with proven physical assault then prosecute the crime of assault for that law is already on the
books.
You the State surely don’t put abortionist who have aborted their children on some type of protection
order list. Must be that killing babies is okay since Thurgood Marshall said it was.
Truly a violation of liberty and the equal protection Claus. It’s okay to kill babies but not okay to own
guns since that is what the State says.
Good thing protection orders are keep from the public since you are endangering a person’s reputation
and employability. Used to be you put protections orders out into the public to defame for the most
part men. I guess protection orders somehow equate to paying back gun owners for slavery, is that the
crazy thought pattern why you attack the 2nd amendment. I suspect in a manner it is.

Bump fire stock is nothing but a piece of mold plastic when locked down is no different than any gun
stock. Bump fire stock has no magazine, holds no bullets, and has no trigger mechanism. Bump stocks
do not touch any part of the trigger/firing mechanism. This is an infringement on all semi-automatic
firearms commonly in use in America since the late 1800’s. A semi auto is one trigger squeeze or impact
for one (1) bullet fired. A semi auto is not a machine gun. This is a slippery dangerous un-American
slope to allow a judge to decide the rate of fire of a semi auto. A push pull motion of the shooter right
and left hands causing the trigger to be depressed by the shooters trigger finger in order for one bullet
to fire. Any semi-auto rifle or pistol can be bump fired without a bump fire stock. Go to you tube and
look up belt loop bump fire for example. Women, men bump fire in these videos. A bump fire stock
makes bump firing safer for the shooter. Don’t you care about gun owner’s safety. What are you going
to regulate how a person uses their semi-auto, you don’t regulate abortion now do you. That is
hypocrisy.

I know of pellet guns that can armor piece aluminum trash cans. You leave this up to a judge to decide
what an armor piercing bullet is so arbitrary that it is beyond common sense. You will be able to entrap
many Ohioans with this arbitrary illegal law if it so becomes law. When that home invader breaks into a
person’s home, or a car-jacker jacks an innocent driver, I don’t want that person to shoot pancake batter

at the perp, I want the home owner, car driver to be able to kill the home invader, car jacker with an
armor piercing bullet. When I go deer hunting I want an armor piercing bullet to pierce that deer and
kill it humanly. If Kasich wants air soft guns he can buy one for himself. Kasich has lots of armed
security I bet, but he is more special than Ohioans isn’t that correct, he is the king of Ohio I guess.

Extreme risk protection order is another word for a gun grab without due process. The laws are already
on the books, if a crime is committed punish for that crime. How about an extreme risk of abortion
protection order to protect unborn but alive children. Kasich ran Down’s syndrome abortion ban up the
chain to the federal courts only to give him cover for his gun grabbing ways. A protection order is not a
conviction of a crime in most cases. It’s an over reach buy an out of control political activist congress,
judiciary, or executive branch
Summary:
50 officers die approximately a year in the line of duty, still not enough to be compelling enough reason
to ban armor piercing ammo. Officers many are former military they know what their job risks are when
they sign up. American’s have 288,000,000 family members to protect and don’t want to shoot pancake
batter at the perp. Brady gets shot and bans assault weapons, still not compelling to ban guns but they
did for 10 years. 60,000,000 to 80,000,000 babies killed by abortion still not a compelling reason
enough for an end to abortion just ask any democrat judge or republican politicians whose a rhino. I
love and respect police…don’t get me wrong but I got family and friends who need to be able to stop a
perp bent on bodily injury if faced with this situation. In most cases the police show up to clean up the
mess not stop it while it’s in progress. Police have a response time usually at best 5 minutes and lots of
killing by a perp occurs in the first 5 minutes like Las Vegas for example. But any perp with any kind of
gun, whether single shot, semi auto, or machine gun could had killed 58 people in 15 minutes (It took 15
minutes before the police or anyone even knew where the crazy criminal shooter was in Las Vegas).
Ohio state house, stop stereotyping gun owners into the Las Vegas shooter category, or the 911 airplane
terrorist, or the truck on the side walk running pedestrians over. Stop it now. You are not making
American families safer you are giving the perp a free pass to commit bodily injury crime against
Ohioans and USA citizens by limiting their abilities to protect their families. Shame on you.

Hello my Republican colleagues in the state house of Ohio. I'm that guy that Kasich doesn't like, I'm a
republican gun owner. I know hunters...just the other day in the grocery store he said Kasich was a poor
excuse for a republican. Please I know for a fact republicans lost Alabama and 18th district Pennsylvania
because gun owners stayed home, and they nearly lost the Virginia State House. Will Ohio Republican
Politicians learn from these mistakes, I wonder, or will they not learn from history. President Trump is
toxic to gun owners...when he was on camera talking about don't bring up reciprocity, Diane Feinstein
assault ban...well more died in 2011 from hammers 396 than rifles 300 see FBI 2011 statistics. 3,000
died 911, 50,000 die a year in cars, 60,000,000 to 80,000,000 died from abortion and still not compelling
enough for Kasich to suggest banning abortion (that was bogus his stand on downs syndrome if he cared
he would take it to supreme court...that gave him some slack in his mind’s eye to attack guns), didn't

ban airplanes, cars, or hammers...but why does Kasich want to ban anything and I mean anything in his
gun grabbing HB 585 he has a different agenda trying to sell the US Constitution for votes from
democrats. By the way I'll be honest all you will do if you vote in support of anything Kasich is trying to
ban bump stocks, armor piercing ammo, you will only drive me to fight you socially and verbally to all
gun owners and supporters of the US Constitution I meet. I really want to brag up my republican friends
but NOT Kasich or Henne...when you hear me out here remember I'm the voice of 1,000,000 Ohioans
who might only let you know their feelings when they vote or don’t vote. I am 100% opposed to HB
585. Thank you so much for your time

Speech end:

